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. and high spin open~she11 15 SCF wave functions are also qUite promising, Specifically, it now appears that the effort required to form a force constant {Hessian) matrix is five to ten ti:Ines less than the corresponding work necessary using finite diffel"ences of analytic first derivati-ves.
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Analytic second derivatives of the total energy may he utilized to explore the potential energy hypel"sur;faces o£ molecular systems in several important ways, some of which are; 
At this point it is convenient to define the Lagrangian matrix whose ij element is given
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and Eij = 0 for occupied-virtual orbital pairs (5) The expansion of the molecular orbitals about the chosen reference geometry is given by
which implies that the atomic orbital (AO) integrals are expanded as
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (4) and collecting the first-order in A, we find
where the generalized Lagrangian matrix ~j is (10) It should be noted the following relationship holds for Eq. (10),
The derivative Lagrangian matrix e:a appearing in Eq. (9) is defined by,
The orthonormality condition for molecular orbitals leads a significant decrease 13 in the number of independent elements of lj .. 
The coupled equation which contains the independent elements of a U can then be obtained by combining Eqs. (9) and (13); (15) . ' where ( In the general open-..,.shell t!1eory, a unitary transformation among unique shells, i.e., (doubly occupied-doubly occupied), (a spina spin), (B spin-S spin), and (virtual-virtual), does not change
-11-total energy of the system. It is there.fore advantageous to redefine these orbitals uniquely, when the entire Ua matrix is necessary in the later process. This can be done by separately diagonalizing each 32 shell of the Fock matrix, constructed using the ave~aged Fock operator
a The remaining (non-independent) elements of U may be obtained from 
The entire purpose of course in solving the CPHF equations is to -12-a determine the matrix elements Uji' which tell us !see Eq. (6)] for a cartesian nuclear displacement "a" to what degree the new SCF molecular orbital i takes on some of the character of MO j, determined at the reference geometry. It should be noted, however, that the non.,...independent elements of Ua in Eq, (19) are not required in the calculation of SCF second deriv~tives, as_will be demonstrated in Section III.
II. First Derivative of Electronic Energy
The expression for the first derivative ofthe electronic energy of the system is obtained by differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to the cartesian nuclear coord:i.,nate "a", where Eir is an element of the Lagrangian matrix defined in Eq.
(3). This equation can be simplified using the relationships shown in Eqs. (4), (5) and (13) (4) and (5) does not require the orbital changes Ua to obtain the gradient of electronic energy.
III. Second Derivative of Electronic Energy
In a similar fashion the expression for the second derivative of the electronic energy may be obtained by differentiating Eq. 
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In this expression, the first four terms are due to changes in AO integrals, while the last term may be attributed to. changes in the SCF molecular orbitals due to nuclear displacements from the reference geometry. In the last term, contributions from nona independent elements of U can be calculated without explicitly evaluating these elements because of the symmetric character of the wa matrix in Eq. (28) and the well-known relationship seen in (15), directly or iteratively.
Sblve the linear equations
Evaluate the fourth and fifth terms in Eq. (27).
It should be noted that in step four there may be different numbers of ~ matrices depending on the number of unique shells in the system--under consideration. These results are summarized in Table I . The predicted equilibrium geometries are presented for completeness but are of relatively little value otherwise, since very similar results were reported 39 earlier by Bell.
For a discussion of the comparison between theoretical and experimental geometries, the reader is referred to Bell's fine paper.
As Table I shows, the vibrational spectroscopy of s 1 formaldehyde is essentially unique among molecules with more than three nuclei, in that all fundamentals have apparently been observed. Of these, the admittedly most tentative assignment is ~ote in references a and b of this 
